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 Let’s do a little math this morning.  I promise I won’t make it too hard because early in the morning you are 
thinking the only type of math, I should be asked to do is how many scoops of coffee grounds do I put in the coffee maker 
and how many corresponding cups of water do I add to that so that it perks me up while being delightfully delicious.  
That’s the extent of the math we should be required to do in the morning.  Here is our math problem today: 2+2=?  I 
promised it would be easy.  That problem is so simple that even I can do it.  Now our next equation isn’t specifically a 
math problem, but let’s see if we can figure it out.  This equation is even simpler.  It only is one thing that equals 
something else.  Here it is: Our circumstances =?  What’s the answer to that equation?  First, let’s define circumstances.  
What do we mean by that?  Our circumstances are facts, a condition that we are in, or an event that determines other facts, 
conditions, or events.  What in the world does that mean?  If I was on my way to church and one of Oconomowoc’s finest 
stops me and gives me a speeding ticket, then I am going to be late getting to church and then I will be a bad mood 
because I must pay the fine, etc.  The fact I received a ticket was the circumstance that contributed to the next fact that I 
was late to church, and I wasn’t happy about it.  Another example: If I’m hungry that means I’m what?  Hangry?  Tired?  
Headache?  All the above?  The fact that I am hungry can determine my mood and even how I interact with others.  You 
get the picture.  Again, we go back to our equation: our circumstances =?  Our normal thought process says our 
circumstances = our level of joy.  There are some circumstances that sends our joy off the charts.  Then there are some 
circumstances that crater our joy and it’s nowhere to be seen.  But is that what truly determines our joy? 
 Let’s look at that a little deeper today.  We see God’s people facing a lot of different circumstances and not all of 
them are lollipops and gumdrops.  Let’s start with the Gospel Lesson from John.  Here are the circumstances.  It’s 
Maundy Thursday evening.  Jesus and his disciples are in the upper room celebrating the Passover meal.  However, Jesus 
has laid out some pretty heavy stuff for them to grasp.  He already called Judas out that he was going to betray him in a 
few hours.  Just wait it gets worse.  Then Jesus predicted that Peter would betray Jesus with denial before the next 
morning.  Just wait it gets worse.  When the world hates you and persecutes you, remember I was first in line for that and 
they hated and persecuted me first, so expect the same as my followers.  You will grieve and weep and mourn.  But the 
day is coming when your grief will turn to joy, and you will have so much joy that no one can take your joy away.  Jesus 
promised to send the Holy Spirit as they go out in the world.  Jesus just laid out a lot of circumstances for his disciples and 
if you were going to fill in the equation for the disciples how would you answer it?  The disciples’ circumstance =?  They 
were struggling with what Jesus was saying.  They didn’t want to believe some of what he said.  Their circumstances led 
to struggle, confusion, weeping, and mourning?  But Jesus says to them you will have joy and your joy will be complete 
and it will be so complete that no one can take it away.  Did their circumstances = their level of joy?  Something isn’t 
adding up there the way we normally think about that. 
 Let’s look at another set of circumstances.  These circumstances are from our First Reading from Acts 14.  Here 
we see Jesus’ promise of the Holy Spirit to the apostles fulfilled through the preaching of Paul and Barnabas at the cities 
of Lystra and Derbe.  However, things didn’t exactly go as planned as Paul goes out on his first missionary journey.  
Some listened to them in the city before this, in Iconium, but some did not.  There was even a secret plot by some of the 
Jewish leaders to put Paul to death, but he discovers and makes his escape.  How would that circumstance determine his 
actions?  Let’s go to the next places.  That’s what they do.  Paul and Barnabas preach at Lystra and even heal a crippled 
man.  Those are great circumstances.  Then the people begin worshiping them as gods, not so great of circumstances.  
Then some enemies from the other cities caught up with them, turned the crowd on them and stoned Paul and left him for 
dead.  Horrible circumstances.  But then they went on to the next city Derbe and continue preaching there and it tells us 
they won a large number of disciples there.  Great circumstances.  Paul and Barnabas faced some horrible circumstances.  
If they let the circumstances of that first journey determine their future mission work, we wouldn’t refer to this as Paul’s 
first mission journey because there wouldn’t have been others.  It would simply be Paul’s mission journey.  You might 
expect his attitude to be, “I tried that and I’m not doing that again.”  But he doesn’t.  He continues preaching in more 
cities to more souls.  Paul’s circumstances =?  We see Paul’s joy continue through some difficult circumstances.  It’s 
almost as if the level of Paul’s joy was not determined by his circumstances.  Hmmmmm. 
 How do we answer that equation?  Our circumstances =?  What do our circumstances determine for us?  Our 
circumstances change every day, week, month, year.  There are days when our circumstances are off the charts, and we 



couldn’t be happier.  Then tomorrow comes with new circumstances where happiness is nowhere to be found.  If our 
circumstances = our level of joy, then that creates some significant challenges for us.  We learn from Jesus today that our 
circumstances can be very challenging as we follow him.  Paul taught us today that there will be hardships.  And the 
problems come when we get our joy from our circumstances because we start focusing on the circumstances rather than 
the joy we have and why we have it.  If we are focused on the circumstance it takes about a millisecond to start 
demanding from God what we want and then accusing and blaming God when he doesn’t deliver on those demands.  It’s 
when our circumstances = our joy then we become angry at God when the doctor delivers crushing results.  It’s when our 
circumstances = our joy then we let God know that we aren’t going to trust him anymore because it didn’t work out 
according to our plan.  It’s when our circumstances = our joy that I fall into the pit of despair when the circumstances feel 
overwhelming and out of my control.  Oh, what lost sinners we are left to our normal way of thinking to answer that 
equation: circumstances = our level of joy. 
 God gives us a different way.  God’s different way is why Jesus tells his disciples that night that their joy would 
be complete, and that Paul continues preaching after not only facing death threats, but after an attempt to put him to death.  
God’s way is what he gives us in Revelation 21.  At the end of the book, and the end of the Bible, God gives us the vision 
of the reality of heaven.  We are given a tour of heaven.  When buying a home and you look at the potential homes you 
notice that sometimes the homes look picture perfect.  Well, because they are.  It’s stages to look perfect.  Get rid of all 
the clutter and make sure everything looks clean.  Furniture looks good and fits the room, and all the décor and pictures 
are neutral.  You can always tell when that is the case too.  The pens on the desk are perfectly placed on the office desk.  
There isn’t a pillow out of place.  But that’s not reality.  What do we see on this tour?  There is no staging on this tour.  
Nothing is cleaned up and made picture perfect just because we are getting a tour of heaven.  It already is perfect and it’s 
unlike anything we have seen.  In the city of God there is no need for a temple because God himself is the temple and 
there is no separation between God his people.  There’s no need for the sun, moon, or stars because God’s glory is the 
source of light.  The city is completely at peace.  There’s no need to close the gates of the city to keep enemies out or for 
protection when darkness comes.  There’s no need for that because our enemies have been done away with.  It is 
perfection.   

Why do we have this tour?  It’s sometimes fun to look at homes that are in a different stratosphere of price range.  
Look at the 10,000 sq. ft. home on Oconomowoc Lake with 7 bedrooms and 6 bathrooms and the nice price tag of 
$3.5MM.  Then reality sets in.  Seeing pictures online is as close as you will ever get to it.  But it’s nice to dream, right?  
This is no dream.  This is yours.  How do I know?  When you own a house or piece of property your name is on the title.  
That legally states this is yours.  Where is your name written?  Not all the things you have done, not all the sins.  Not all 
the reasons you have no business being there.  No, where is your name written?  “Nothing impure will ever enter it, nor 
will anyone who does what is shameful or deceitful, but only those whose names are written in the Lamb’s book of life” 
(Revelation 21:21-27).  There’s a book that the Lamb has.  He opens that book and there is your name.  That’s the only 
book that matters.  And the fact that your name is written in that book is what matters.  This is yours because of Christ. 
Christ makes this your reality.  Perfection with God because he came to be perfect for you.  Perfection with God because 
he laid down his life for you.  Perfection with God because he rose from the grave. 

Our equation needs a little tweaking. It’s not that our circumstances = our level of joy.  The equation is that our 
eternal circumstances through Christ = our level of joy.  Now we see how Jesus can say to his disciples that their joy will 
be complete, and no one can take away their joy.  We can see how Paul keeps preaching the joy of the gospel through 
terrible circumstances.  The eternal circumstance through Christ means that heaven is mine because my name is written in 
his book.  That determines our joy.  Amen. 


